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Lesson 2  / Challenge 1  /  Blitz Questions

Lesson	 2	 Challenge	 1	 
	 
Look	 at	 the	 pictures	 and	 answer	 the	 questions.	 

	 
	 

	 
	 
	 
	 

	 

What	 has	 happened	 in	 this	 photo?	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
How	 would	 the	 people	 be	 feeling?	 

Why	 would	 the	 Germans	 have	 bombed	 British	 
planes	 at	 airports?	 

What	 have	 the	 Germans	 bombed	 here?	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
Why	 would	 they	 bomb	 places	 like	 this?	 

Explain	 the	 difference	 between	 ‘the	 Battle	 of	 Britain’	 and	 ‘The	 Blitz?	 
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lesson 2 Challenge 1

look at the pictures and answer the questions.

What has happened in this photo?

How would the people be feeling?

Why would the Germans have bombed  
British planes at airports?

What have the Germans bombed here?

Why would they bomb places like this?

Explain the difference between  
‘the Battle of Britain’ and ‘The Blitz?
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Lesson 2  / Challenge 3  /  Poster

lesson 2 Challenge 3

Produce an information poster about how people coped during the 
Blitz. Include a morale-boosting title and information on how to use 
shelters, enforce the blackout and respond to air-raid signals
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Lesson 3  / Challenge 1  /  Survivors Speak Questions

lesson 3 Challenge 1 

Survivors Speak

Answer these questions about what happened on the night of the Bethnal Green tube disaster:

How did Peter/others survive?

 How did people find out if their family members had died?

 What happened to the dead bodies?

 What emotions do people reveal in their accounts?


